In today’s dynamic threat landscape, organizations confront a multitude of challenges that underscore the critical importance of effective threat intelligence management and operationalization. Security teams are charged with the monumental task of finding, fixing, and reducing the impact of these threats that, if left unchecked, could lead to data breaches, financial losses, and reputation damage that erode customer trust and disrupt operations. Unfortunately, many organizations find themselves overwhelmed by the task of operationalizing threat intelligence data sources – a challenge that can leave them vulnerable as they face the ever-adapting tactics of malicious adversaries.

To address these challenges, organizations need a solution that not only captures all of the relevant threat data from the deep, dark, and clear web, but also streamlines the process of distilling their intelligence into actionable insights so they can respond quickly and confidently to critical threats, while minimizing additional burden on the often limited resource at their disposal.

A Partnership Focused on Your Intelligence Needs

Nisos and Cybersixgill have joined forces to deliver a best-in-class solution for managed Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) to empower your organization to achieve comprehensive threat insights without overwhelming your security operations.

Nisos uniquely understands the challenges that organizations face in deciphering and acting upon what can feel like an overwhelming amount of threat intelligence data. Using the broadest, AI-driven threat intelligence data lake in the industry from Cybersixgill, Nisos’ Managed Intelligence™ harnesses and operationalizes this data to deliver unparalleled, hyper-relevant, organization specific, actionable intelligence.

With Nisos and Cybersixgill as your dedicated cybersecurity partners, your organization gains actionable intelligence that quantifiably reduces risk. Our joint solution empowers your security team to succeed in its primary mission of ensuring a secure operating environment, and your organization is empowered to focus on its core business.
Benefits

Extension of your security team: Supercharge your security team’s effectiveness by augmenting your threat intelligence analysis capabilities using Nisos Managed Intelligence.

Comprehensive threat intelligence: Data from the widest range of sources from the deep, dark, and clear web, powered by Cybersixgill.

Expert analysis: The experience and expertise you need to analyze relevant data and understand what it means for your unique business.

Customized solutions: We work with our clients to understand their business, risk profile, and make specific recommendations that are relevant and actionable.

Simplified operations: Simplifying the process of digesting and operationalizing threat intel so that you can focus on your core business.

Specializing in

- Compromised data, including breaches, IP, leaked credentials and more
- Harm, such as brand abuse, doxxing, and malicious content
- Fraud intelligence consisting of compromised credit cards, fraudulent accounts and more
- Proactive threat hunting and identification of emerging threats and tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs)

What you get

- A Client Success Director and Lead Analyst focused on your needs
- Threat monitoring setup, fine-tuning, and triage
- Critical threat alerting
- Monthly intelligence summary reports with recommendations
- Up to 2 analyst investigations per year

About Cybersixgill

Cybersixgill continuously collects and exposes the earliest indications of risk by threat actors moments after they surface on the clear, deep, and dark web. The company’s vast intelligence data lake, derived from millions of underground sources, is processed, correlated, and enriched using automation and advanced AI. Cybersixgill captures, processes, and alerts teams to emerging threats, TTPs, IOCs, and their exposure to risk based on each organization’s complete attack surface and internal context. Its expert intelligence and insights, available through a range of seamlessly integrated options, enable customers to pre-empt threats before they materialize into attacks. The company serves and partners with global enterprises, financial institutions, MSSPs, and government and law enforcement agencies.

For more information, visit cybersixgill.com and follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn. To schedule a demo, please visit cybersixgill.com/book-a-demo.

About Nisos

Nisos is the Managed Intelligence Company. Our services enable security, intelligence, and trust & safety teams to leverage a world-class intelligence capability tailored to their needs. We fuse robust data collection with a deep understanding of the adversarial mindset delivering smarter defense and more effective response against advanced cyberattacks, disinformation and abuse of digital platforms.

For more information, visit nisos.com. To discuss your threat intelligence needs, please visit nisos.com/contact/.